Todd D. Kelly
Mobile Device Forensics &
Surveillance Detection (TSCM)

Core Qualifications
• More than seven years experience with the newest concepts and trends in
digital forensics and electronic eavesdropping detection; member of Espionage
Research Institute International.
• Extensive knowledge and training complemented by a friendly demeanor and
outstanding communication skills.
• Provides Hawk PI clients with powerful technology capabilities, including mobile
device forensics, surveillance, and cyber surveillance countermeasures.

Todd specializes in surveillance detection and mobile device forensics. Working in both civil and
corporate investigations, his industry-leading training in technical surveillance countermeasures
(TSCM) has armed him with the tools, knowledge, and practices to support privacy for a wide
range of clients.
Electronic surveillance detection and the techniques used to mitigate it are constantly
changing and require continuous training. Certified by Research Electronics International and
Cellebrite, Todd’s commitment to advanced TSCM methods keeps him on the leading edge of
the technologies.
In addition to TSCM, Todd is also skilled in the science of digital forensics. Forensics are used
to discover hidden evidence saved to mobile devices that would otherwise be unobtainable,
such as a deleted message or photo, which often accelerates investigations and quickly resolves
cases. His knowledge and training, combined with an approachable, friendly demeanor, make
him a valuable asset to Hawk PI clients.

Credentials & Professional Affiliations
Cellebrite UFED - Certified Logical Operator, Physical Analyst & Advanced Smartphone Analysis
Research Electronics International - TALAN, ORION, OSCOR and ANDRE Certified

tkelly@hawkpi.com

(770) 760-0071

www.hawkpi.com

Hawk PI provides legal professionals, businesses, and individuals with the foundation of every
legal action and investigation:
Truth.
Documented facts are the ultimate leverage in legal casework and investigations, and that’s
what Hawk PI delivers. Promptly, legally, and with the utmost professionalism.
We review each case carefully to understand your needs and objectives. We know you or
your clients are facing difficult, often emotional situations. Hawk PI is committed to helping
you develop the best solution for you or your client, even if that solution does not include our
services.
Over three decades, Hawk PI has assembled a team of experienced and knowledgable
investigators, many with federal and state law enforcement experience. Our team is supported
by cutting edge technology and training which rivals top-tier government agencies. This
combination of successful investigators and advanced technology has earned Hawk PI one of
the highest success rates in the region.

Background Investigations
Campus Security Assessments
Child Custody Investigations
Cell Phone Forensics
Computer Forensics
Detection and Debugging
Digital Forensics
Due Diligence
Eavesdropping Detection

Emergency Response Planning
Employee Theft
Healthcare Investigations
Infidelity and Divorce
Insurance Investigations
People Searches
Security Consulting
Surveillance
Workers’ Compensation

With offices in Georgia and Florida, the licensed, experienced, and skilled team at Hawk PI can
provide everything you need for corporate or civil investigations and surveillance. The result is
clear, concise, and court-admissible evidence.
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